How to find us

By public transportation:
From the central train station take tram No 21 (towards „Bismarck-platz“) or 5 (towards „Weinheim/Schriesheim“), get off after two stops at „Stadtbücherei“. From there, please follow the orange dotted line on the map below and walk across a meadow until you reach the DIJuF office.

Alternatively, you can take bus No 32 (towards „Universitätsplatz“) and get off after two stops at „Römerstrasse“. Please follow the blue dotted line on the map below which will lead you to the DIJuF office right around the corner.

By car:
Leave the autobahn A5/A67 (Darmstadt-Karlsruhe/Basel) at the exit „Autobahnkreuz Heidelberg“, follow the road towards Heidelberg, in Heidelberg keep straight ahead („Bergheimer Strasse“), before the hotel Leonardo turn right into „Poststrasse“. Parking facilities are located in the parking garage of the city library (underneath the DIJuF office).